We provide a criterion for midpoint locally uniformly rotund renormability of normed spaces involving the class of <7-slicely continuous maps, recently introduced by Molt6, Orihuela, Troyanski and Valdiva in 2003. As a consequence of this result, we obtain a theorem of G. Alexandrov concerning the three space problem for midpoint locally uniformly rotund renormings of Banach spaces.
and that X is strictly convex or rotund (R for short) if x = y whenever x and y are elements of X such that ||x|| = ||y|| = ||(x + y)/2\\. It is clear that locally uniformly rotund => midpoint locally uniformly rotund and that midpoint locally uniformly rotund =» R. In the paper [5] , devoted to the renorming of spaces of continuous functions on trees, R. Haydon provides the first example (the only known to date) of midpoint locally uniformly rotund space with no equivalent locally uniformly rotund renorming. There, he also shows that for every tree T, the existence of an equivalent strictly convex norm on C(T) implies midpoint locally uniformly rotund renormability on this space. This coincidence is not true in general: an example of strictly convexifiable space without midpoint locally uniformly rotund renorming is £", (see [2, 6] ).
Our aim in this paper is to provide a criterion for midpoint locally uniformly rotund renorming of spaces that have images in midpoint locally uniformly rotund spaces through special non linear maps. These are the cr-slicely continuous maps recently introduced in [11] , where a non linear transfer technique for locally uniformly rotund renormability has been developed.
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S. Lajara and A.J. Pallars [2] DEFINITION 1: Let X and Y be normed spaces, and let A be a subset of X. A map $ : A -> Y is said to be a-slicely continuous if for every e > 0 we may write A -\J n A n , e in such a way that for every x € A n<e there exists an open half space H C X such that x € H and diam$(H n A n^) < t.
Recall that an open half space of X is a set of the form \x : f(x) > q}, with q € K and / 6 X' \ {0}.
In [9] (see also [12] ), there is a characterisation of locally uniformly rotund renormable spaces X given in terms of countable decompositions of X by sets which are union of slices with small diameter. From this characterisation it follows that, if X or Y is locally uniformly rotund renormable, then every linear bounded operator Q : X -> Y is a-slicely continuous, and the same holds for any composition $ = BQ : X -> Z with B : Y -> Z continuous (see [11, Proposition 1.14] ).
We shall use a-slicely continuous maps in order to obtain our main result as follows. We apply this theorem to the three space problem for midpoint locally uniformly rotund renormability. The three space problem for a property of Banach spaces is the question whether a Banach space X possesses this property provided that for some closed subspace Y of X, both Y and X/Y have it. To admit an equivalent locally uniformly rotund norm is a three space property [4] . In the case of midpoint locally uniformly rotund (and rotund) renormings, the problem was negatively solved in [5] . It was however shown in [1] the following weak version of it, which is a consequence of Theorem 1. 
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Let us mention that a similar result to the previous was obtained in [7] for Kadec renormability (recall that a normed space is Kadec if the norm and the weak topologies coincide on its unit sphere).
An equivalent definition for midpoint locally uniformly rotund norms can be stated A normed space is midpoint locally uniformly rotund if, and only if, every element of its unit sphere is an e-strongly extreme point of the unit ball, for each e > 0.
In the proof of Theorem 1 we use the following covering type characterisation for the class of midpoint locally uniformly rotund renormable spaces given in [10, Theorem 1]: A normed space X admits an equivalent midpoint locally uniformly rotund norm if, and only if, for every e > 0 we can write X = (J n X n>e in such a way that each x € X n<€ is an e-strongly extreme point of co(X niC ). S. Lajara and A.J. Pallars [4] In order to get more control on the values of functionals f x we decompose a little more the pieces C£'™. At this point we use some technical ideas taken from [ From this inequality we deduce the following upper bound:
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step. Strongly extreme points. Now, we are going to prove that each point x € C£' ™ is an e-strongly extreme point of co(C%'™ ra ). Thus, the cited covering charaterisation [10, Theorem 1] will finish the proof.
:
Let us fix x G C£™ r> , and take 0 < 6 X < l/(16m) min{l, {r x /M k>q )}. We shall prove that if u and v are in co(C£™ rs ) and ||i -(u + v)/2\\ < 6 X , then ||u -v\\ < e.
We take u = ^3 ^> u « an<^ w = 1Z MJVJ w '^h the same notation as in the previous e j step. Using that identity map is just the sum $ + ^, we get The first member of this last sum is less than e/2 because of the a-slice continuity. In fact, using the inequalities (5) and (7) -(u' + w')/2 < l/ m > w e c a n conclude that \\u' -v'\\ < e/2 and finish the proof. 
